Commercial photography and filming at Munich Airport

Photo shoots:

Fixed charge:
[for coordination and administration] 180.00 €

Basic charge:
[for the first hour of shooting] 180.00 €

Rate:
[for each additional ¼ hour or part thereof] 30.00 €

Film shoots:

Fixed charge:
[for coordination and administration] 180.00 €

Basic charge:
[for the first hour of shooting] 300.00 €

Rate:
[for each additional ¼ hour or part thereof] 60.00 €

Support staff for filming and location inspections:

Rate:
[for each ¼ hour or part thereof] 25.00 €

Surcharge:
(between 8:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. and on Sundays and holidays for each ¼ hour or part thereof) 12.50 €

[Prices subject to statutory VAT]

Shootings related to news coverage and reporting [both film and television] as well as films produced on behalf of airlines exclusively for advertising and training purposes are free of charge.

Effective as from the 1st of October 2020